Reliably tracking key poinrs und rexrured parches from frame ro frame is rhe basic requiremcnr for many borromup compurer vision algorirhms. The problem of selecring rhe features rliar can be rracked well is addressed here. The Lucas-Kanade rracking procedure is commonly used. We propose a method ro esrirnare rhe s i x of rhe rracking pro- 
Introduction
Many computer vision algorithms rely on feature point tracking through the image sequences (just to mention a few [7, 2. 6, 51). In the initialization stage the features to be tracked are chosen. The main topic of this paper is the prohlem of how to select the " g o o d features that can be reliably tracked. A new featuregoodness measure is proposed that is more global in nature then the widely accepted local measure proposed by Shi and Tomasi in [SI.
The, paper is organized as follows. First, the LucasKanade procedure for feature tracking and the Shi-Tomasi method for feature selection are briefly described. Further, a method for estimating the convergence region is given. The implementation issues are also discussed in detail. Finally, some experiments are presented comparing the two feature quality measures and some conclusions are drawn.
Image Motion Model
Away from the occluding boundaries the changes between two frames in an image sequence can be described as:
The new image I,@) can be reconstructed b moving the points from the initial image by 6 (i?,m) . 
Computing Image Motion
To compute image motion we need some additional assumptions since we have just one equation and two unknowns in d (see [I] ). The simplest situation is the one when the now is the same everywhere. This can be a reasonable assumption if we consider a patch from an image that is small enough.
We use the standard measure of dissimilarity:
where U' &,the window of the given feature patch. In practice the integration denotes simply summing over all the image pixels within the patch. The feature tracking problem is then equal to the problem of finding d that minimizes (3). The dependency on 2im is left out for simplicity.
Note that we are talking about image motion. However, in most ofthe practical situations we hope that the image motion corresponds to real world 3D motion projected into the image.
Texturedness
Not every image patch i s suitable for tracking (for example, for an intensity edge we can estimate only normal velocity component). Various measures o f "texturedness" or "comerness" are proposed to avoid the aperrure pmb-/em. If the displacement d i s small, the linear approximation can be considered as good enough. Tracking a feature i s then equivalent to solving the system given by (6). Consequently, the matrix Z must be both above noise level and well-conditioned.'Therefore. eigenvalues o f Z should be large and they should not differ by several orders of magnitude. Since the pixels have some maximum value the greater eigenvalue i s bounded. In conclusion, a feature patch can be accepted if for some predefined A we have min(AI,A2) > X
(9)
where A I and A2 are the eigenvalues ofthe matrix Z. This is the widely accepted Shi-Tomasi feature goodness measure [SI.
Iterative search
The Lucas-Kanade procedure [4] minimizes (3) iteratively. The solution of the linearized system (6) i s used to warp the new image II and the procedure i s repeated. This can be written as: 
Implementation
The highly nonlinear function I.(?) depends on the local neighborhood ofthe feature. As an example see figure I . The function ir(?) was sampled using a 0.5 pixel grid. We show also the estimated convergence region 11 2 1 1 < IlZt,il.
In practical implementation for each feature we compute ii(Ti') for some discrete displacements around the feature t i l l we find the first iT(i?) 2 0: 
Experiments
Ithour experiments we use the functions provided in public available OpenCV library (Intel Corporation). Therefore, we try to mention funher all the parameters we used so thatdhe experiments can be repeated. Our additional function to compute the llZ'<ll for the selected features can be downloaded at: www. m i . e l . u t w e n t e . nl / z z z
Data set
In order to evaluate the proposed method we tried
The image seMost of to choose a representative data set.
quences we used are presented in figure 2 .
the sequences are taken from the CMU VASC Image
Database ( v a s c . ri . cmu. eau/ idb). The sequence "marbled-block" from University of Karlsruhe (iZlwww. i r a . uka .de / i m a g e . s e q u e n c e s ) is added (complex motion -both camera and the object are moving).
The sequences exhibit a variety of camera movements.
object textures and scene depth variations. Also, different cameras were used and different environment conditions were present. All the sequences have 512 x 180 format except the sequences"house" 576 x 364 and "marbled-block" 512 x 512. Some funher motivation for our choices is given in the next section.
Real data experiment
For each sequence we take the initial image and select 200 features according to the Shi-Tomasi criterion. The features are selected to be at a distance of at least 15 pixels from each other (IO pixels for the 'house' sequence because of the large black background area) and at least 10 pixels from the image border. We calculate the convergence region estimates for the features. We use 7 x 7 features (3 x 3 passed to OpenCV library functions -OpenCV newsgroup message 7285). Further, we calculate the displacement between the initial and i-th image in the sequence using the Lucas-Kanade procedure with fixed 20 iterations (the image derivatives using the 3 x 3 Sobel operator). We choose i so that for at least 10% ofthe features the displacement is erroneously calculated. If we denote the initial image as the 0-th then for our sequences we had i values of 6,2.2.1,3.4,6,7,3,5 (written in the order as presented in figure 2 ) and the number of lost features was 45,147,64,83.102.40.57.20,38,54.
The ground-truth for detecting erroneously calculated displacements is generated using the Lucas-Kanade tracker but now using all the frames between the initial and the ith frame. Therefore, when we were choosing our test sequences, we had to take care that the displacements between the consecutive frames are small. We also use a coarse 10 fine approach by blurring the images and calculating the displacement for larger windows first (helpful for almost Rat scenes and camera translation only . for example 'building0l'). Our ground truth is not perfect so finally we have checked most of the features by visual inspection.
In the initialization phase we are trying to select the features that can be tracked well. We have two criteria: smaller eigenvalue ('Gwd features') and the new defined radius of the estimated convergence region ('Better features'). For both criteria we chwse a threshold and throw away the features below the threshold. For our data set (total of 2000 "comer-like" features selected from the sequences), the Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) for both criteria is presented in figure 3 . A feature belongs to true-positive if it was selected and it was well tracked. 
Conclusions
A new feature goodness measure is presented based on the Lucas-Kanade tracker performance. Selecting first a Figure 3 . ROC -real sequences larger number of features and then throwing away the ones with small convergence region could be very useful for many bottom-up computer vision algorithms that rely on the well tracked features. For example, if from our data set (the selected 2000 features) we keep the features having larger then average convergence region we get 708 features from which I IS erroneously tracked. Selecting 708 features directly using the Shi-Tomasi "comerness" criterion gives 207 wrong features and that is almost two times more.
